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Efficient remote assessment in Parkinson's Disease:
maximizing information from simplified assessment
procedures
Abstract
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive disorder of the nervous system affecting the motor
behaviors. Given the deficiency of physical medical resources and the advance of information
technology, the concept of telemedicine, especially the Mobile Health, the technology that enables
patients to receive assessment and treatment remotely, becomes prevalent. However, even
though the remote assessment of PD has been proved valid, the current measuring system, the
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), was long theorized to be redundant, leading
to loss of efficiency and participation motivation. To simplify the UPDRS and make it suitable for
the remote assessment, we apply feature selection methods to identify the most informative items.
In conclusion, we proved that a small subset of items could already have a strong correlation with
the UPDRS and identified the most informative subset for the motor examination of UPDRS and
the whole UPDRS.
Key words: Parkinson’s disease, telemedicine, Mobile Health, UPDRS, remote assessment,
feature selection
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1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive disorder of the nervous system (Fahn, 2003), which
would lead to tremor, slowed movement, and eventually loss of automatic movements (Poewe,
2006). According to a longitudinal study (Savica et al., 2016), the overall global incidence rates of
PD have increased significantly over the past 30 years. It is predicted that, due to the aging of the
population, the worldwide burden of PD will double by 2050 (Dorsey et al., 2018). Hence, building
up a well-developed assessment and treatment system for PD patients is crucial to meet this
upcoming challenge.
Nonetheless, physical medical resources are insufficient to satisfy patients’ requirements. Even
in most developed countries, the public access to healthcare is still restricted (Schneider and
Biglan, 2017). One leading cause is the obstacles to reach clinics such as the long-distance and
the patients’ physical impairment. The limitations of physical resources give rise to telemedicine,
the practice of caring for patients remotely when the medical providers and patients are not
physically present (Tenforde et al., 2017). Telemedicine could benefit the patients by saving cost
and time spent attending appointments, reducing travel distance (Alajmi et al., 2013), and even
improving treating quality for some chronic diseases. For example, doctors could perform all-day
live stream monitoring to observe the patient’s situation and prescribe accordingly (Durner et al.,
2017).

It is well-validated by preliminary research that telemedicine for PD is feasible (Dorsey et al., 2010;
Venkataraman et al., 2014) and most of the PD motor examination could be performed remotely
(Dorsey et al., 2010; Cubo et al., 2012). As a result, with the popularization of IoT and smart
mobile devices, patients could complete PD assessment remotely, and, consequently, more
conveniently.
However, when considering the patients’ willingness to participate in remote assessment, the
mainstream PD measurement, the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), is
redundant and complicated, especially its motor examination section. It has been theorized that
the UPDRS could be shortened while retaining its validity (Van Hilten et al., 1994; Bennett et al.,
1997; Stebbins et al., 1999; Vassar et al., 2012; Hauser et al., 2012). Besides, according to a
survey of a volunteer pool of Parkinson’s UK (Stamate et al., 2018), only a few PD patients accept
a remote assessing period longer than 10 minutes. Nonetheless, the UPDRS was designed to
take about 30 minutes to complete (Hauser et al., 2012).
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Given the limitations of previous studies, such as insufficiency of patient data or subjective
features selection, to better implement telemedicine for PD patients and motivate them to
participate in the remote assessment, we simplify the current UPDRS using statistics-based
feature selection approaches. Consequently, the research questions for this paper are:
a. Whether a subset of UPDRS could already have a strong correlation of the
entire section?
b. How many items of UPDRS should be included in a subset that could make
the remote assessment efficient and reliable? And what exactly the items are?

2. Literature review
2.1 Remote assessment: Telemedicine and Mobile health in Parkinson’s Disease
First trial in 1990s, Hubble et al. (1993) conducted telemedicine for PD patients via video and
found that the result of the remote motor assessment was valid. However, at that time the remote
assessment required dedicated devices such as the interactive video conferencing equipment to
perform, which were costly to acquire and maintain (Hatzakis et al., 2003). Moreover, the remote
connection quality was poor, leading to inconsistent evaluation (Samii et al., 2006).

With the maturity of industry 4.0 applications such as Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI), a more comprehensive evaluation of PD patient’s
severity becomes feasible and as effective as the in-person test (Marzinzik et al., 2012; Dorsey et
al., 2013; Durner et al., 2017). For example, the technical support to PD assessment has been
tested practical and reliable in web-based videoconferencing (Abdolahi et al., 2013), IoT wearable
devices (Bonato, 2010), and smartphone application (Daneault et al., 2013; Stamate et al., 2018).

According to GSMA (2020), the current number of smart mobile devices users is 5.3 billion globally,
and about 50% of the world’s population is connected via the Internet. Particularly, with the
intrinsic IoT nature and the advantages of smartphone portability, it is expected that mobile
applications will expand the participants in telemedicine (Achey et al., 2014), which refers to
Mobile Health (MH). MH describes services primarily supported by smartphones and other mobile
devices, such as wireless monitoring devices (Kumar et al., 2013). Companioned with smart
devices and sensors, mobile applications empower real-time monitoring, remote prescription, and
data collection (Weinstein et al., 2014). Therefore, the MH would broaden the application range
of telemedicine and make the remote assessment of PD more convenient to implement.
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2.2 The UPDRS and the reasons for simplification
Developed initially three decades ago (Fahn et al., 1987), the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating
Scale (UPDRS) is one of the mainstream rating scales used for the assessment in PD, in which
the score of the multiple components signifies the severity of the disease. Due to the limitation
that the early diagnosis and intervention of the PD patients were not emphasized in the original
UPDRS, the Movement Disorder Society (MDS) sponsored a revision of the UPDRS (MDSUPDRS) to identify slighter changes in the disease early and assess milder deficits (Goetz et al.,
2008)1. While there are several rating scales used to assess the condition severity of PD patients
such as FSQ, LBADL, and SPDDS (Shulman et al., 2016), the UPDRS is more widely used and
preferred by clinicians due to its standardization (Gottipati et al., 2017).

The UPDRS consists of four parts, including non-motor and motor aspects of experiences of daily
living (UPDRS-I and -II), motor examination (UPDRS-III), and motor complications (UPDRS-IV)2.
Among the rating scale, the motor examination section (Part-III) is the most extensively applied
measure to assess motor symptoms in PD (Shulman et al., 2016). Based on five-category ordinal
items scored 0 (no impairment) to 4 (severe impairment), the motor examination is the summation
of 16 physician-rated tasks, including motor abnormalities such as tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia,
gait and so on. For the other parts, rather than testing tasks, they are designed as questions that
reflect the condition severity and are also rated on a 5-point (0–4) scale. Based on the sum of the
score for each part, the clinicians could do the diagnosis and prescription.

However, although the current UPDRS is inclusive and reliable, to comply with the telemedicine
and MH, this rating scale, especially its motor examination section (UPDRS-III), should be
simplified for at least three reasons. First of all, the rating scales itself has long been proved to be
redundant. Many items of the UPDRS are highly superfluous, and for UPDRS-III, a subset could
provide a high correlation to the overall score of the section (Van Hilten et al., 1994; MartinezMartin et al., 1994). This intrinsic defect is the fundamental motivity to simplify the rating system.

Secondly, the time for completing the UPDRS is considered to be too long for remote assessment.
As a recent PD survey pointed out, most of the respondents (64%) express a preference for the
remote test within 5 minutes, 27% accepting a test duration of 10 minutes, and only 5% accepting
even longer (Stamate et al., 2018). However, it is designed to take about 15 minutes to complete
only the UPDRS-III and about 30 minutes for the complete assessment (Goetz et al., 2008), which
might discourage remote assessment participation.

1
2

For simplicity, in later part of the paper, when we refer to ‘UPDRS’, we mean the ‘MDS-UPDRS’.
For simplicity, in later part of the paper, when we refer to ‘UPDRS-I, -II, -III, -IV’, we mean ‘MDS-UPDRS Part-I, II, III, IV’.
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Thirdly, for telemedicine and especially the MH, a simplified UPDRS would ease the devices'
computational pressure to adapt to the computing performance of mobile devices. Compared with
the dedicated devices, nowadays most of the mobile devices such as smartphones are purposeagnostic, meaning that they are not designed to perform a particular kind of activity (Henfridsson
et al., 2018). While this agnosticism enables the smart devices to perform various tasks, it will
also lead to high-intensity computation (Satria et al., 2017), inversely affecting the user experience
and complicating the app's development. For example, some PD motor testing applications will
first record the patients' movement, store the videos locally, and then upload them to the server
when connecting to the Internet (Machine Medicine, 2020). Hence, as the quality of video getting
better, the unnecessary tasks would lay superfluous computation and storage burden on devices.

2.3 Previous research on MDS-UPDRS simplification
To provide a satisfying remote assessment for PD patients, the current UPDRS should be
simplified either by shortening the assessing period for each task or by reducing the numbers of
the testing items. Previous research has been conducted in shortening the time for an individual
item in UPDRS. Stamate et al. (2018) performed an experiment comparing the precision loss
between 20s, 40s, and full 60s observation for each UPDRS-III task. They found a significant
change in the estimated UPDRS score for shorter recording periods, implying that the full
recording period should be maintained for every observation.

In terms of items reduction in the motor examination of UPDRS, Van Hilten et al. (1994) evaluated
the original UPDRS via factor analysis. They found that three factors took up 66.6% of the total
variance for the motor section, and six motor items from the original 14 could be cut while
maintaining validity. Another series of studies applied exploratory factor analysis to assess the
factor structure of the motor UPDRS and identified the inner connection of the testing items
(Stebbins and Goetz, 1998; Stebbins et al., 1999). Vassar et al. (2012) conducted a categorical
confirmatory factor analysis to re-examine this inner connection. Stamate et al. (2018) applied
machine learning to personalize the motor assessment based on the individual patient’s full test
records and used feature importance analysis to identify the ‘bespoke’ subset that could best
predict the overall scores. Based on this dynamic feature identification, the customized assessing
system could be completed less than 4 minutes and hold at least 80% of the variance in the overall
UPDRS score.

Apart from the statistical methods, Hauser et al. (2011) selected eight items from the original
UPDRS based on clinical experience as UPDRS-8 and proved it strongly correlated with the
original UPDRS. The UPDRS-8 is straightforward and easy to implement since the items are
directly from the UPDRS without altering the instructions and rating mechanism.
4
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However, all these methods have limitations to some extent. First, most of the previous studies
identified informative factors via dimensionality reduction rather than feature selection. Firstly, for
dimensionality reduction approaches such as principal component analysis (PCA) and factor
analysis (FA), the new features are built up from the original set to discover more meaningful
information in the new feature set (Tang et al., 2014). Even though FA would not transform the
original features as PCA does, it requires specialized knowledge to name the FA generated
features (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). Consequently, similar to UPDRS-8, such methods have a
strong requirement of professional domain knowledge and, thus, more or less depending on
personal subjective judgment. Moreover, multiple attributes could be highly correlated with no
apparent reason, making the new features difficult to assign. Secondly, as for the dynamic
machine learning approach, even though it is timesaving and precise since the assessing items
are changeable and differed from person to person, the result is poor in generalization. Therefore,
a more general and interpretable approach should be applied to the UPDRS simplification.

3. Research methods
3.1 Data
We use the datasets from the Parkinson's Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI) database,
including 65 original testing items (13 items in UPDRS-I, 13 items in UPDRS-II, 33 items in
UPDRS-III, and 6 items in UPDRS-IV) (see the complete items in Appendix A). Since the raw
datasets are separated into four parts, we merge the datasets based on the identical assessment
event. We then compute the total score for each assessment of the whole UPDRS as the target
variable for the later analysis. Additionally, rather than using the entire dataset, we use a subset
of the PPMI database. The subset is arrived by dropping any assessment with missing values or
a zero total score, after which we get 7566 assessment records (N = 7566). Similarly, for each
UPDRS part, we got 12764 assessment records for UPDRS-I, 10621 for UPDRS-II, 13833 for
UPDRS-III, and 2212 for UPDRS-IV3.

Besides, to ensure the simplified UPDRS feasible for the remote assessment, we remove four
tasks in UPDRS-III since these tasks either require hands-on evaluation by the rater (Rigidity and
Postural Stability) or are based on the examiner's global impression (Body Bradykinesia and the
Constancy of Rest Tremor). Also, since we project to examine the information in tasks rather than

3

The reason why the UPDRS-IV datapoints (N_4 = 2212) are less than the whole UPDRS (N = 7566) is that we clean the dataset by
dropping any assessment with missing values or with a total score of zero. Since the testing items in UPDRS-IV are far less than the
whole ones, there are numbers of assessments with 0 total score being removed. While when integrating with other UPDRS parts, an
assessment with 0 total score in UPDRS-IV could get scores for other parts. Consequently, that assessment would be remained,
making the whole UPDRS dataset larger than the individual UPDRS-IV dataset.
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testing items, we group the items in UPDRS-III, which are subordinate to a task (e.g., Finger
Tapping: L and R). Moreover, for tasks such as Gait (item 3.10) and Freezing of Gait (item 3.11),
the doctor could assess for the presence of any gait freezing episodes of patients when assessing
Gait. Hence, we combine these 2 items and label it Gait (item 3.10). Consequently, we get 45
tasks (features) for the whole UPDRS (UPDRS-I to III have 13 items each, UPDRS-IV has 6 items).

3.2 Approach to simplify: Feature selection with 10-folds stratification
All the data analyses are performed using Python 3.6. We use feature selection methods to
identify the informative subset of UPDRS. Different from dimensionality reduction which creates
new features either by transforming features (e.g., PCA) or by mining latent variables (e.g., Factor
Analysis) (Tipping and Bishop, 1999), feature selection is a process of extracting a subset from
the original set without transformation (Jovic et al., 2015) to reduce impacts from noise and
relevant variables and maintain maximal information (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). Hence, the
feature selection could provide a more interpretable outcome and preserve the medical
characteristics of the assessing items. Generally, there are three categories in feature selection:
filter, wrapper, and embedded.

3.2.1 Filter methods
Firstly, filter methods are more like pre-processing of the features using ranking techniques based
on the features' intrinsic properties (Chandrashekar and Sahin, 2014). Three statistical
coefficients were applied in this analysis, based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC),
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (SRC), and Normalized mutual information (NMI).

PCC and SRC are two common methods of analysis when examining the possible association
between two variables. While the PCC is worked by quantifying the linear dependence between
two continuous variables to sort out the relevance of the features (Novaković, 2016), the SRC,
which is a non-parametric measure of correlation based on data ranks, could test two variables'
nonlinear relationship. The PCC of two variables, and 𝑌, is defined by:
𝑃𝐶𝐶 =

𝑆𝑋𝑌
√𝑆𝑋𝑋 𝑆𝑌𝑌

Where SXX represents the sample variance for 𝑋, SYY represents the sample variance for 𝑌, and
𝑆𝑋𝑌 represents the sample covariance between 𝑋 and 𝑌. The SRC is defined by:
𝑆𝑅𝐶 = 1 −

6 ∗ ∑ 𝑑𝑖2
𝑛(𝑛2 − 1)

Where 𝑑𝑖 is the difference between the ranks of corresponding variables and 𝑛 is the number of
observations of the variable.
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Likewise, Mutual Information could quantify the ‘amount of information’ attained about one feature
through the other features. Further, it could compute any type of relation between random
variables (Cover and Thomas, 2012). Since the MI ranges from 0 to infinity, which is difficult to
define the threshold, in this analysis, we apply a normalized MI, which scales the results between
0 (i.e., no mutual information) and 1 (i.e., perfect correlation), thus making the coefficient more
readable. The mathematical formulations of normalized MI are described as follows:
First calculate the entropy (𝐻) of two label assignments, 𝑈 and 𝑉:
|𝑈|

𝐻(𝑈) = − ∑ 𝑃(𝑖) log(𝑃(𝑖))
𝑖=1

Where 𝑃(𝑖) = |𝑈𝑖 |/𝑁 is the probability that an object picked at random from 𝑈 falls into class 𝑈𝑖 ,
Likewise, for 𝑉:
|𝑉|

𝐻(𝑉) = − ∑ 𝑃′ (𝑗) log(𝑃′ (𝑗))
𝑗=1

Where 𝑃′(𝑗) = |𝑉𝑗 |/ 𝑁. The MI between 𝑈 and 𝑉 is calculated by:
|𝑈| |𝑉|

MI(𝑈, 𝑉) = ∑ ∑ 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) log (
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)
)
𝑃(𝑖)𝑃′ (𝑗)

Where 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) = |𝑈𝑖 ∩ 𝑉𝑗 |/𝑁 is the probability that an object picked at random falls into both classes
𝑈𝑖 and 𝑉𝑗 . The normalized MI is defined as:
NMI(𝑈, 𝑉) =

MI(𝑈, 𝑉)
mean(𝐻(𝑈), 𝐻(𝑉))

For NMI, the normalizing value is typically some generalized mean of the entropies of each
clustering. Various generalized means exist in which the arithmetic mean is most common.

Although the filter approaches are straightforward since one variable can provide information
about the other thus proving dependency, the limitation of filter is that the selected subset might
not be optimal for modelling (Duch et al., 2003) and vital features that are less informative
individually but are informative when combined with others might be discarded (Xu et al., 2010).

3.2.2 Wrapper and embedded methods
As for wrapper and embedded methods, though they are similar as the selection criterion is the
performance of the modelling algorithm (i.e., identifying the best subset with the highest model
performance) (Kohavi and John, 1997), the embedded methods are more computationally
economical (Vergara and Estévez, 2014). Incorporated the feature selection as part of the training
process, the embedded approaches are mainly implemented by shrinkage methods (e.g., ridge
7
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regression and lasso regression). Since the wrapper methods such as best subset selection would
examine all possible combinations by performing the exhaustive search, it is reasonable that the
exhaustive wrapper methods could be more comprehensive than the shrinkage embedded
methods, especially when the feature pool is not large.

Therefore, we apply the wrapper approach rather than embedded in the analysis. Wrapper
methods use combinations of variables (features) to determine their predictive power or how well
the subsets of features reflect the information of the response variable (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003).

To examine the extent of how well the combinations of the p predictors could explain the variance
of the response variable, we refer to the algorithm of best subset selection and use mean squared
error (MSE) as an indicator to judge the performance of subsets. The MSE is defined as:
𝑛−1

1
MSE(𝑦, 𝑦̂) = ∑(|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̂𝑖 |)2
𝑛
𝑖=0

Where 𝑦̂𝑖 is the predicted value of the 𝑖-th sample, and 𝑦𝑖 is the corresponding true value. In our
analysis, the true value is the total score of the analyzed UPDRS part and the predicted value is
computed by giving the selected features.

By using the MSE, the adapted Best subset selection algorithm is described as:

Apart from using the standard linear regression model, we also adapt PCC, SRC and NMI
described above to test each combination defined in Algorithm 1.

8
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3.2.3 K-Folds stratification
Commonly, cross-validation is used to test the generalizability of the model, and k-fold is a popular
kind of cross-validation technique. For example, for k equal to 10, nine folds are for training, and
one fold is for testing purpose. This process repeats unless all folds get a chance to be the test
set one by one. Given the dataset, we perform 10-folds (k = 10) method to split the data.
Nonetheless, rather than examining the generalizability of the model, we aim to assess the
generalizability of each feature selection method mentioned in the previous sections and use the
average value of the 10-folds result to analyse the outcomes.

Moreover, instead of using the basic K-Folds method, we apply the stratification approach.
Stratification is the process of rearranging the data to ensure each fold represents the whole
(Yadav and Shukla, 2016). Hence, the stratified K-Folds method is a variation of k-fold: each fold
contains approximately the same percentage of samples of each target class as the complete set.
Since the total scores of UPDRS indicate the severity level of PD patients, to make sure each fold
could represent the distribution of patients with different severity levels as the whole dataset, we
label each assessment base on the percentile of its total score. For example, for a total score with
a 0-20% percentile, we label it '1' as mild symptom and 21-40% for label '2' and so on.
Consequently, we will first label the assessment into five classes.

3.2.4 Process of feature selection indicators computation and subset selection
Based on the methods mentioned above, we first perform feature selection for each UPDRS part
and then treat UPDRS as a whole to select the informative subset (see Fig.1). For each part of
the analysis, we follow the processes following to calculate the feature selection indicators. Firstly,
we stratify the dataset into 10-folds. For each fold, we use the combination methods to get all
possible subsets and apply the PCC, SRC, NMI, and MSE as selection indicators to examine the
level of information of the subset. The best subset for each value of k is the combination with the
largest PCC, SRC, or NMI scores or the smallest MSE scores.
Lastly, to assess the subset’s reliability, we refer to Hauser et al. (2012) and Abdolahi et al. (2013)
and use the PCC and SRC to evaluate the validity of the simplified subset to the UPDRS.

9
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Figure 1. Process of feature selection indicators computation and subset selection
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4. Results
Applying the methods describing in the last section, we obtained the filter (PPC, SRC, and NMI)
and wrapper (MSE) indicators of the combinations as the selection measures. Since we use 4
metrics, in the first analysis we assessed the agreement of all the measures and tried to decide
one key measure for our selection. Secondly, we selected the informative subsets for each part
of UPDRS and the whole UPDRS, in which we mainly focused on the UPDRS-III (motor
examination) and whole UPDRS.
In each selection, to answer the first research question4, we computed the PCC and SRC scores
for the best combination with each k number of items included and examined which value of k
could be strongly correlated with the whole part. Subsequently, to answer the second research
question5, we observed the gradient change of the metric we focused on and based the subset
size selecting on the marginal information gain. After determining the suggested number of items
in a subset, we inspected the details of the subset and performed subset validation to examine
the robustness of the best subset we decided.

4.1 Analysis 1: Agreement of feature selection measures and key measure selection
To evaluate the feature selection measures' agreement, we computed the Spearman's Rank
Correlation Coefficient (SRC) between every two measures. Since all the datapoints are from the
PPMI dataset, for simplicity, we took the UPDRS-I as example to examine the agreement of the
PCC, SRC, NMI, and MSE measures. As shown in Fig.2, each measure's agreement was
generally high (all SRC > 0.75). When the number of items in a subset was larger than 2 (i.e. k ≥
2), all SRC scores were higher than 0.90, indicating that the outcomes generated by these four
metrics were generally agreed.

Therefore, since the agreement of each measure was high and the main focus of the paper was
to select the best subset with strong predictive power so that we could better apply the selected
subset into the practical PD assessment, we will mainly focus on the results generated by MSE
metrics, which based on the basic linear regression model.

4

Research Question 1: Whether a subset of UPDRS could already have a strong correlation of the whole UPDRS?
Research Question 2: How many items of UPDRS should be included in a subset that could make the remote assessment efficient
while maintaining the information? And what exactly the items are?
5
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Figure 2. SRC scores between each two metrics for UPDRS-I

4.2 Analysis 2: Feature selection for each UPDRS section
4.2.1 Feature selection of UPDRS-III (Motor Examination)
Since the motor examination (UPDRS-III) is the most extensively applied measure to assess
motor symptoms in PD (Shulman et al., 2016). In the individual analysis, we started from UPDRSIII and then the rest of UPDRS sections.
Given the 13 items in UPDRS-III, we got all possible subsets by applying (13
) where k is from 1
𝑘
to 13 by performing the exhaustive search. We then calculated the feature selection indicators
(PCC, SRC, NMI, and MSE) and ranked each subset accordingly6. To examine how many tasks
should be included in a subset that could make it strongly correlated with the UPDRS-III, we drew
4 lines showed the best scores of combination for each value of k under PCC, SRC, NMI, and
MSE measures (see Fig.3). When there were 2 tasks in a subset (k = 2), the best combination
could already have a strong correlation with the whole UPDRS (PCC & SRC > 0.82), indicating
that a small subset could explain most of the variance of the UPDRS-III.

6

When k equal to 1, the results of the coefficients of the indicators reflect the information level of individual item (i.e. the subset with
1 item). As the increase of k, there are more items within a subset. For example, when k equal to 5 (i.e., 5-combination), there are 5
items within a subset. The same as the following analysis.
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Figure 3. Best score for k-combination (k from 1 to 13)

Secondly, to justify how many tasks should be included in a subset, we further assessed the MSE
score changes and its first difference (see Fig.4). The gradient of the best MSE scores was
flattening, such that the incremental gain after k equal to 5 was tiny compared to k larger than 5.
The result indicated that the information gain after k equal to 5 was not as notable as the situation
of small k values. Besides, in consideration of the time required to finish the motor assessment,
as advised by Stamate et al. (2018), the motor assessment would be better to complete in 5
minutes. Given each task should take 60s to finish, k equal to 5 might be suggested to choose in
this case.

Figure 4. Best MSE score and its first difference for k-combination (k from 1 to 13)
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Table 1. Best subset for each k-setting under PCC, SRC, NMI, MSE, and Average measures (‘Average' is
based on the average percentile of each combination ranking). The ‘total' row measures the times of a
task appeared in the top-1 combination from k=1 to 12 for each metric.
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After identifying the numbers of items in a UPDRS-III subset, we moved to the combination
analysis. In terms of the result of k-combination, we selected the best subset of each k-setting
under each measure (see Table 1) (also see Appendix B for the top-5 informative individual items,
i.e. k = 1). For the 5-combination, the outcomes were not totally agreed under each metric. Items
including the Toe Tapping (item 3.7) and Rest Tremor (item 3.17) were involved in all best 5combinations in all measures. As for PCC, the rest three items were Finger Tapping (item 3.4),
Hand Movements (item 3.5), and Gait (item 3.10). And for SRC, the remaining three tasks were
Facial Movement (item 3.2), Finger Tapping (item 3.4), and Pronation Supination (item 3.6). The
best 5-combination was the same for NMI, MSE, and Average metrics, in which the rest three
items were Facial Movement (item 3.2), Hand Movements (item 3.5), and Gait (item 3.10).

In contrast, tasks such as Speech (item 3.1), Leg Agility (item 3.8), Rising From Chair (item 3.9),
Posture (item 3.13), and Postural Tremor of the Hands (item 3.15) were less common in the best
k-combination.

Figure 5. The top 4 5-combination under 5 metrics. Different colours represent different 5-combinations.
The error bar measures the SEM
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Additionally, to examine the difference of the performance of the 5-combinations that ranked high,
we compared the top-4 5-combinations under each metric and computed their standard error of
the mean (SEM) based on the 10-fold result. As shown in Fig.5, within a measure, the difference
between top-ranking subsets was not huge in absolute value. For example, the differences
between the top-2 5-combination under PCC, SRC, and NMI are only in three decimal places.
Two subsets (the red bar and green bar) were ranked in the top 3 under all measures, indicating
that these two combinations had a robust information level under the testing metrics.

4.2.2 feature selection of the remaining UPDRS sections
Since the individual UPDRS-I, -II, and -IV were not the emphasis in our analysis, in this section,
we would focus on the overview of combination result for each part. Similarly, to examine the
information gain as the increase of k, we extracted the best scores of MSE metric for each k in
UPDRS-I, -II, and -IV and compared the result with that from UPDRS-III (see Fig.6). Since
UPDRS-III was so much larger in size, the MSE is on a different scale and the change of MSE for
UPDRS-III was more notable compared with other parts. The changes of MSE for UPDRS-I, -II,
and -IV were stable and less significant compared with that of UPDRS-III, indicating that there
was stable information gain when adding more items in a UPDRS-I, -II, or -IV subset.

Figure 6. Best MSE score for k-combination (k is from 1 to 13, for UPDRS-IV k is from 1 to 6)
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Consequently, rather than inspecting the specific result of best combinations, we examined the
overall performance of items when in combinations (see Appendix C for the top-ranking
informative individual item, i.e., k = 1). We counted the times of items that appeared in the best
combination for each value of k (see Fig.7). Hence, the item with a large number meant that it was
in more the best k-combinations, thus treated more informative. Under the MSE measure, for
UPDRS-I, the Cognitive Impairment (item 1.1), Depressed Mood (item 1.3), Sleep Problems (item
1.7), Urinary Problems (item 1.10) and especially the Fatigue (item 1.13) appeared in most of the
best combination for each value of k. Four of these five tasks were also tested informative
individually except for the Cognitive Impairment (item 1.1), which ranked relatively low individually
under all metrics (ranked the 9th place in PCC, NMI, and MSE, 11th in SRC).

As for UPDRS-II, the Dressing (item 2.5) and Doing Hobbies And Other Activities (item 2.8) were
the top 2 tasks that appeared more than 9 times in the best k-combinations. Five tasks also
appeared more than 6 times, which were Speech (item 2.1), Saliva And Drooling (item 2.2),
Handwriting (item 2.7), Turning In Bed (item 2.9), and Walking And Balance (item 2.12). This
result did not concur with the individual test well: Dressing (item 2.5) and Doing Hobbies And
Other Activities (item 2.8) were tested informative individually and collectively. Nonetheless, the
Eating Tasks (item 2.4), Hygiene (item 2.6), and Getting Out Of Bed, A Car, Or A Deep Chair
(item 2.11) were less involved in the best k-combinations, especially for Hygiene (item 2.6) which
did not include in any best k-combination. Such contradiction indicated that the information of
Hygiene (item 2.6) would overlap with the other items.

Lastly, in terms of UPDRS-IV, the Functional Impact Of Fluctuations (item 4.4) appeared in all the
best k-combinations. Two tasks also appeared 3 times in best k-combination, which were Time
Spent With Dyskinesias (item 4.1) and Painful Off-State Dystonia (item 4.6).
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Figure 7. Number of times for tasks (UPDRS-UPDRS-I, -II, and -IV) appeared in the best combination for
each value of k (under MSE metric)
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4.3 Analysis 3: Feature selection for whole UPDRS
4.3.1 Getting suggested k value for subset of the whole UPDRS
After analyzing each UPDRS part separately, we moved to the feature selection for the whole
UPDRS. In consideration of the feasibility of computation, we halved the numbers of features and
only extract the items that appeared in the best subset under the MSE measure based on the
previous analysis (i.e., for UPDRS-I to III we use the items showed up in the best subset with 7
tasks involved; for UPDRS-IV we use that with 3 items included). Consequently, we reduce our
feature pool from 45 items to 24 items (see the selected feature pool in Appendix D).
By applying combination methods, we got a number of subsets by applying (24
) where k is from
𝑘
1 to 23. First, to examine how many items should be included in a subset that could make it
strongly correlated to the whole UPDRS, we computed the best scores of combinations for each
value of k under PCC, SRC, NMI and MSE measures (see Fig.8). When there were 3 items in a
subset (k=3), the best combination could already have a strong correlation with the whole UPDRS
(PCC & SRC ≥ 0.82).

Figure 8. Best score for k-combination (k is from 1 to 23)
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Secondly, we assessed the changes in the MSE score and its first difference to justify how many
tasks should be included in a subset. Like UPDRS-III, the gradient of the MSE first difference was
marginal diminishing (see Fig.9): the marginal change of MSE first difference when k was smaller
than 9 was notably significant than that after k larger than 9. The result suggested that the
information gain after k equal to 9 was not as notable as the situation of small k values. As a result,
a k value of 9 might be recommended to choose for whole UPDRS.

4.3.2 Combination analysis
We further examined the composition of the best subsets decided by MSE measure for each value
of k before the specific combination analysis. As shown in Fig.10, more items in UPDRS-III are
included in the best subsets for each value of k, implying that the UPDRS-III items were more
informative than the other UPDRS parts. The second dominant group of items was from UPDRSII, which the number was a little less than that from UPDRS-III. The item from UPDRS-I first
appeared in the best 7-combination, while item from UPDRS-IV only showed up when k equal to
9. Apart from the best subset, to be more general, we also composed the graph for the proportion
of each UPDRS part in the best 5 subsets for each value of K under the MSE measure (see
Fig.11). Similarly, the result concurred with Fig.10, that items from UPDRS-III occupied more
places in the best combination.
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After outlining each UPDRS part's importance, specifically, to examine which UPDRS tasks were
more important in the best subsets, we calculated the frequency for items that appeared in the
best combination for each value of k under MSE metric (see Fig.12). Six UPDRS-III items and five
UPDRS-II items appeared in the best subsets for k from 1 to 11, while for UPDRS-I and -IV, only
two items and one item showed up respectively. Among all, Finger Tapping (item 3.4) appeared
in most of the best k-subsets (k from 1 to 11), followed by Doing Hobbies And Other Activities
(item 2.8). The other 4 tasks appeared more than 5 times in the best subset: Speech (item 2.1),
Toe Tapping (item 3.7), Gait (item 3.10), and Rest Tremor (item 3.17).
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In terms of the 9-combination, which we mainly concerned about, to examine the difference of the
performance of the combinations that ranked high, we compared the top-5 combinations under
each metric and computed their standard error of the mean (SEM) based on the 10-fold result. As
shown in Fig.13, There were only slight differences between the top 5 9-combinations.
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4.3.3 Prediction error analysis
In the previous section, we saw a relatively high predictive power of the best 9-combination. We
further inspected its prediction error to examine how well it could be applied in practical diagnosis.
We used the standard linear regression model. The dependent variable was the actual total scores
of the whole UPDRS, and the independent variables were the scores of 9 selected items. As
shown in Fig.14, the actual scores of best 9-combination decided by MSE had a very strong
correlation with the actual UPDRS total scores (PCC > 0.90). As for the error distribution, the
maximal errors sat around plus or minus 30 (see Fig.15).

Specifically, we computed the percentage of absolute prediction error less than several specific
values (5, 10, 15, and 20). As shown in Fig.16, when given rigorous confinement (error ≤ 5), even
the best 23-combination could only yield 60% of almost accurate prediction. While given a
relatively loose restriction, the best 9-combination could already predict about 80% of samples
with error less or equal to 10. Further, when we set a much looser restriction (error ≤ 15 or 20),
most of the best k-combinations could yield over 90%.
Additionally, we calculated the percentage of absolute percentage error7 less than several specific
percentages (10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%) to gauge how close a predicted value was to a true value.
As Fig.17 shown, most of the prediction by the best k-combinations failed to sit within 10% error
while most of the predictions could be within 20% error for most of the best k-combinations.
7

The absolute percentage error is the difference between a predicted and true value, divided by the true value, multiplied by 100%.
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Figure 16. Percentage of absolute error ≤ 5, 10, 15, or 20 for the best k-combinations

Figure 17. Percentage of percentage error ≤ 10%, 20%, 30%, or 40% for the best k-combinations

4.3.4 Subset validation
In this section, we tried to validate whether the subset performed equally well given different
conditions. Based on the demographic features of the datapoints, we split the dataset into 4
categories: Gender (Male/Female) and Medication-mode (ON/OFF). As for medication-mode, if
the patient is receiving PD medication, the clinicians would mark the assessment with ON/OFF
mode, in which “ON” is the functional state when patients were taking medication and had a good
response while “OFF” meant a poor response despite receiving medications (Goetz et al., 2008).

Figure 18. Percentage of absolute percentage
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As Fig.18 shown, the Male/Female and ON/OFF subsets were unbalanced, where more patients
are male and with “OFF” state. We then extracted the 9-combinations ranked within 1000th under
MSE metric and compared the PCC, SRC and NMI scores of the assessments from these subsets.
As seen in Fig.19, though the Pearson Correlation scores of the PCC, SRC and NMI scores of
the subsets were relatively high (all PCC ≥ 0.50), the p-values of Wilcoxon signed-rank test, a
test used to assess whether two related samples population mean ranks differed, for all were
significant (p < 0.001), accepted the hypothesis that the samples were from different distributions.

Figure 19. Subset analysis by gender and medication-mode (n = 1000)

We then analyzed the percentage of absolute error ≤ 5 for these subsets. As Fig.20 shown, the
percentages among all groups were close (≈ 50%). We performed the Wilcoxon test based on
the 10-fold results, which all returned significant p-values (≤ 0.05).
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5. Discussion
5.1 Implication from the result
5.3.1 Individual UPDRS section
As for UPDRS-III, we first tested that when including only 2 items a subset could strongly correlate
with UPDRS-III (PCC and SRC > 0.80). We then identified that when the value of k was around
6, the change of best MSE score was less notable than that when k lower than 5, meaning that
the marginal information gained from each additional task reduced greatly when k was larger than
5. This finding implied that the suggested number of selected tasks be as around 5. Besides, when
taking the testing time into account, the k value of 5 would be more applicable for remote
assessment, as Stamate et al. (2008) proposed.

The best subset of UPDRS-III with 5 items decided by MSE metric was shown in Table 2, which
was highly correlated with the complete UPDRS-III (PCC & SRC > 0.94) and has a strong
predictive power (MSE = 18.43).

Interestingly, some tasks such as Postural Tremor of the Hands (item 3.15), Kinetic Tremor of the
Hands (item 3.16), and Rest Tremor (item 3.17) ranked low individually (k = 1) but were included
in the top-ranking k-combinations when k was larger than 2. The reason might be because of the
information overlapping. When combining 3 or more items, especially when some informative
items were involved, they might be strong enough to reflect the whole set's information.
Consequently, instead of supplementing the rest of the information, the information of new adding
items and the existing ones may overlap. Hence, although the items such as Rest Tremor (item
3.17) were tested to be less informative alone, they could better complement the rest of the
information.

As for the remaining UPDRS parts (UPDRS-I, -II, and -IV), in terms of the best MSE score for
each k-combination (see Fig.5), compared with that of the UPDRS-III, the gradient of the MSE
change was comparably flat, which meant that the information gains for each marginal number of
item were stable, implying that there might be more redundant tasks in UPDRS-III than in other
parts.
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5.3.2 Whole UPDRS
Using similar approaches, we found that for the whole UPDRS, when there were 3 items included
in a subset, it could already correlate with the whole UPDRS. Besides, in consideration of the
information gain, correlation, comprehensiveness, and the patients' willingness for remote
assessment, a subset with 9 items included was suggested. Firstly, the 9-combination could have
a very strong correlation with the whole UPDRS (PCC & SRC ≥ 0.90). Secondly, the 9combinations with good performance were comprehensive since they were generally comprised
of all parts in UPDRS. Lastly, to finish the total 9 motor assessments and questionnaires, the time
required was generally less than 10 minutes, which was acceptable for remote assessment.

In terms of the composition of the top-ranking 9-combinations, more tasks from UPDRS-III
appeared in the high-ranking subsets, then came to that from UPDRS-II. Specifically, we chose
the suggested 9-combination decided by MSE measure, which contained 2 items in each UPDRSI and -II, 4 items in UPDRS-III, and 1 item in UPDRS-IV (see Table 3). This selected subset had
a very strong correlation with the whole UPDRS (PCC & SRC > 0.91) and predictive power (with
80% of prediction error ≤ 10, MSE = 61.97).

Nonetheless, the difference between the top-5 9-combinations ranked by the MSE metric was
minor, indicating that there could be several options for PD patients to choose while greatly
maintaining the correctness of the best subset. For example, we identified the top five 9combinations which yielded very close MSE scores and in terms of the motor examination
(UPDRS-III), though they all contained Finger Tapping (item 3.4), Gait (item 3.10), and Rest
Tremor (item 3.17), patients could choose among Facial Movement (item 3.2), Pronation
Supination (item 3.6), and Toe Tapping (item 3.7) while answering a different set of questions
from UPDRS-I, -II, and -IV. The multiple options of subset would make the remote assessment
more flexible. Besides, after splitting the dataset into gender and medication-mode subsets, we
found that the differences in the percentage of prediction error of the best 9-combination between
subsets were close, though they were tested not from the same distribution.
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5.2 Statistical verification of Hauser et al. (2012) paper
Hauser et al. (2012) selected a subset with 8 items from the original UPDRS as UPDRS-8 based
on clinical experience. The subset was proved to be strongly correlated and valid compared with
the original UPDRS (SRC = 0.80) under the University of Kansas Medical Center (KUMC) PD
patient database (N = 1445). Since the UPDRS was updated as MDS-UPDRS, and we used a
larger dataset (PPMI) (N = 7566), we wanted to examine whether UPDRS-8 was still informative.
We first computed the PCC and SRC between Hauser’s UPDRS-8 and whole UPDRS (see Table
4). The correlation was still strong with PCC and SRC lager than 0.80.

We then calculated the MSE score of the UPDRS-8 applying the same approach and compared
it with the all possible 8-combinations of whole UPDRS. Based on the MSE score, we ranked the
UPDRS-8 in all 8-combinations. Also, given the restraint of the composition in 8-combination, we
ranked it in 8-combiantions with 3 tasks in UPDRS-III and in 8-combinations with 2 items in
UPDRS-I, 3 items in UPDRS-III, and 3 items in UPDRS-IV (see Table 5). Even though UPDRS-8
did not rank high in the best 8-combinations under the MSE metric, it ranked in 20% given the
constraint of the same number setting for each UPDRS part. The low ranking of Hauser’s subset
may mainly because of the absence of UPDRS-II, which was proved as the second informative of
MDS-UPDRS.

Specifically, we inspected the compositions of the best combination of each restriction with their
MSE scores (see Table 6). Even though the overall composition between the UPDRS-8 and others
was not alike, the items selected from UPDRS-III were similar, especially when given the strictest
restriction, the 3 items from UPDRS-III were the same. Besides, in terms of the best subset with
8 items, all the top 6 combinations all contain Finger Tapping (item 3.4), Gait (item 3.10), and Rest
Tremor (item 3.17), which are also chosen by Hauser et al. in their motor part.
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Subset of
Hauser et al. (2012)

Cognitive
Impairment (item
1.1)
Depressed Mood

Best 8-combination
Best 8-combination

with 3 UPDRS-III
items

Fatigue

Fatigue

(item 1.13)

(item 1.13)

Speech

Speech

Best 8-combination
with 2 part-II items, 3
part-III items and 3
part-IV items
Cognitive
Impairment (item
1.1)
Fatigue

(item 1.3)

(item 2.1)

(item 2.1)

(item 1.13)

Finger Tapping

Doing Hobbies

Turning in Bed

Finger Tapping

(item 3.4)

(item 2.8)

(item 2.9)

(item 3.4)

Gait

Turning in Bed

Walking And

Gait

(item 3.10)

(item 2.9)

Balance (item 2.12)

(item 3.10)

Rest Tremor

Finger Tapping

Finger Tapping

Rest Tremor

(item 3.17)

(item 3.4)

(item 3.4)

(item 3.17)

Toe Tapping

Pronation Supination

(item 3.7)

(item 3.6)

Time Spent With
Dyskinesias (item
4.1)
Functional Impact Of
Dyskinesias (item
4.2)

Gait

Rest Tremor

(item 3.10)

(item 3.17)

Time Spent In The

Rest Tremor

Off State (item 4.3)

(item 3.17)

MSE = 126.46

MSE = 68.01

Functional Impact Of
Fluctuations (item
4.4)
MSE = 73.20

Time Spent With
Dyskinesias (item
4.1)
Functional Impact Of
Fluctuations (item
4.4)
Painful Off-State
Dystonia (item 4.6)
MSE = 105.40

Table 6. compositions of the best combination of each restriction with their MSE scores

In summary, based on the results, the UPDRS-8, which based the selection on the clinicians’
experience, could still be strongly correlated with the MDS-UPDRS. Even though its predictive
power was not as strong as the best 8-combination decided by the MSE metric, the items chosen
by Hauser et al. (2012) especially from UPDRS-III matched the best subsets very well.
5.3 Contributions
In this paper, we utilized statistical methods to simplify the current UPDRS and make it suitable
for remote assessment. By applying filter and wrapper methods of feature selection, we verified
that a subset of items could already have a very strong correlation with the UPDRS. Beyond that,
we decided the size of the subset based on the information gain and identified the best subset
after ranking all possible subsets for each part of UPDRS and the whole UPDRS based on the
feature selection indicators. Unlike the previous analysis, which used dimensionality reduction
(PCA or FA), our simplification would not transfer the features and hence could maintain the
original interpretation of each testing item. Moreover, we validated one previous empirical UPDRS
simplification research and justified that their choice for the UPDRS-III was statistically logical.
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In a practical scenario, this paper would provide a simpler remote assessment for PD with stronger
operability, which could further make the telemedicine or Mobile Health more efficient. For
healthcare technology organizations, as the simplified assessment shortens the process, the
simplified rating scale could coordinate with their current digital resources and accelerate the pace
of PD-related innovation such as more powerful smartphone applications for PD assessment,
eventually improving the welfare of PD patients.

5.4 Limitations
For one thing, the limitation comes from the feature selection approaches. For filter methods, even
though it does not need to train the model thus processing much faster, it might fail to identify the
subset with strong predictive power or best fit the model we applied. As a result, the wrapper
methods could complement such drawbacks. Nonetheless, although the wrapper methods could
always provide the best subset of features, it is computationally expensive. In consideration of
computation pressure, in the paper, we first filtrated the feature pool and performed the best
subset selection based on the processed feature pool. Hence, the analysis was not fully
exhaustive, indicating that we might miss some combinations that could yield higher selection
indicator scores (see Appendix E for the advantages and disadvantages of selection approaches).

For another, we only applied the standard linear regression model in this paper. Indeed, the linear
regression model was easy to interpret. Nevertheless, the linear regression model's predictive
power might be much lower than other machine learning algorithms. In practice, a remote
assessment application might aim at predicting a UPDRS total score based on the simplified rating
scare with minimal error so that the clinicians could conduct the PD diagnosis as usual. Therefore,
the follow-up study could mainly focus on the best model selection to examine which algorithms
could best predict the UPDRS total score with the least error.

6. Conclusion
Using the statistics-based feature selection methods, we proved that a small could be strongly
correlated with the UPDRS. In consideration of marginal information gain, comprehensiveness,
and testing time, we identified the suggested number of items in subset and most informative
subsets for the motor examination of the UPDRS and the whole UPDRS.
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Appendices
A. Complete testing items (n=65) of the whole UPDRS (UPDRS-I to -IV)8
Items in MDS-UPDRS
Part-I
Non-Motor Aspects of Experiences of
Daily Living

Part-II
Motor Aspects of Experiencesof Daily
Living

Part-III
Motor Examination

No.

Item

No.

Item

No.

Item

No.

Item

1.1

Cognitive Impairment

2.1

Speech

3.1

Speech

4.1

Time Spent With Dyskinesias

1.2

Hallucinations And Psychosis

2.2

Saliva And Drooling

3.2

Facial Movement

4.2

Functional Impact Of Dyskinesias

1.3

Depressed Mood

2.3

Chewing And Swallowing

Rigidity:Neck

4.3

Time Spent In The Off State

1.4

Anxious Mood

2.4

Eating Tasks

Rigidity:Rue

4.4

Functional Impact Of
Fluctuations

1.5

Apathy

2.5

Dressing

Rigidity:Lue

4.5

Complexity Of Motor Fluctuations

1.6

Features Of Dopamine
Dysregulation Syndrome

2.6

Hygiene

Rigidity:Rle

4.6

Painful Off-State Dystonia

1.7

Sleep Problems

2.7

Handwriting

Rigidity:Lle

2.8

Doing Hobbies And Other
Activities

1.8

Daytime Sleepiness

1.9

Pain And Other Sensations

2.9

1.1

Urinary Problems

2.1

Tremor

3.3

Finger Tapping:R
3.4

Turning In Bed

Finger Tapping:L
Hand Movements:R

1.11

Constipation Problems

2.11

Getting Out Of Bed, A Car, Or A
Deep Chair

1.12

Light Headedness On Standing

2.12

Walking And Balance

3.5
Hand Movements:L
Pronation Supination:R
3.6

1.13

Fatigue

2.13

Freezing

Pronation Supination:L
Toe Tapping:R
3.7
Toe Tapping:L
Leg Agility:R
3.8
Leg Agility:L
3.9

Rising From Chair

3.1

Gait

3.11

Freezing Of Gait

3.12

Postural Stability

3.13

Posture

3.14

Body Bradykinesia
Postural Tremor Of The Hands:R

3.15
Postural Tremor Of The Hands:L
Kinetic Tremor Of The Hands:R
3.16
Kinetic Tremor Of The Hands:L
Rest Tremor:Rue
Rest Tremor:Lue
3.17

Rest Tremor:Rle
Rest Tremor:Lle
Rest Tremor:Jaw

3.18

8

Part-IV
Motor Complications

In the table, ‘R’ means ‘Right’ and ‘L’ means ‘Left’.
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B. Top-5 informative individual items (k=1) from UPDRS-III, ordered by PCC, SRC, NMI, and
MSE
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C. Top-ranking informative individual items (k=1) from UPDRS-I, -II, and -IV, ordered by PCC,
SRC, NMI, and MSE

PCC
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Task

SRC
Score

FATIGUE
(item 1.13)
SLEEP PROBLEMS
(item 1.7)
APATHY
(item 1.5)
DAYTIME SLEEPINESS
(item 1.8)
DEPRESSED MOOD
(item 1.3)

0.71
0.57
0.56
0.56
0.55

Task

NMI
Score

FATIGUE
(item 1.13)
DAYTIME SLEEPINESS
(item 1.8)
SLEEP PROBLEMS
(item 1.7)
PAIN AND OTHER
SENSATIONS (item 1.9)
URINARY PROBLEMS
(item 1.10)

0.67
0.58
0.57
0.52
0.49

Task

MSE
Score

FATIGUE
(item 1.13)
DAYTIME SLEEPINESS
(item 1.8)
APATHY
(item 1.5)
SLEEP PROBLEMS
(item 1.7)
DEPRESSED MOOD
(item 1.3)

0.18
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.10

Task

Score

FATIGUE
(item 1.13)
SLEEP PROBLEMS
(item 1.7)
APATHY
(item 1.5)
DAYTIME SLEEPINESS
(item 1.8)
DEPRESSED MOOD
(item 1.3)

14.02
18.90
19.07
19.02
19.38

UPDRS-UPDRS-I

PCC

SRC

NMI

MSE

Rank

Task

Score

Task

Score

Task

Score

Task

Score

1

Dressing
(item 2.5)

0.76

Dressing
(item 2.5)

0.72

Dressing
(item 2.5)

0.22

Dressing
(item 2.5)

16.95

2

Doing hobbies and other
activities (item 2.8)

0.73

Doing hobbies and other
activities (item 2.8)

0.69

Doing hobbies and other
activities (item 2.8)

0.19

Doing hobbies and other
activities (item 2.8)

18.60

3

Getting Out Of Bed, A Car, Or A
Deep Chair (item 2.11)

0.71

Getting Out Of Bed, A Car, Or A
Deep Chair (item 2.11)

0.64

Hygiene
(item 2.6)

0.18

Getting Out Of Bed, A Car, Or A
Deep Chair (item 2.11)

19.56

4

Eating Tasks
(item 2.4)

0.69

Handwriting
(item 2.7)

0.64

Eating Tasks
(item 2.4)

0.18

Hygiene
(item 2.6)

20.90

5

Hygiene
(item 2.6)

0.69

Eating Tasks
(item 2.4)

0.63

Getting Out Of Bed, A Car, Or A
Deep Chair (item 2.11)

0.17

Eating Tasks
(item 2.4)

21.02

UPDRS-UPDRS-II

Rank
1
2
3

PCC
Task
Functional Impact Of
Fluctuations (item 4.4)
Complexity Of Motor
Fluctuations (item 4.5)
Functional Impact Of
Dyskinesias (item 4.2)

SRC
Score
0.76
0.61
0.59

Task

NMI
Score

Functional Impact Of
Fluctuations (item 4.4)
Complexity Of Motor
Fluctuations (item 4.5)
Time Spent In The Off State
(item 4.3)

0.78
0.67
0.62

Task
Functional Impact Of
Fluctuations (item 4.4)
Complexity Of Motor
Fluctuations (item 4.5)
Time Spent In The Off State
(item 4.3)

UPDRS-UPDRS-IV
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MSE
Score
0.29
0.23
0.19

Task
Functional Impact Of
Fluctuations (item 4.4)
Complexity Of Motor
Fluctuations (item 4.5)
Functional Impact Of
Dyskinesias (item 4.2)

Score
3.32
5.07
5.27

ID: 1961099

D. Selected feature pool (N=24)

In consideration of the feasibility of computation and the aim of the analysis, for each UPDRS part, we cut
down the numbers of features and only extract the tasks that appear in the best subset under the MSE
measure based on the previous reports' result (i.e. for UPDRS-I to III we use the tasks showed up in the
best subset with 7 tasks involved; for UPDRS-IV we use that with 3 tasks involved). Therefore, we reduce
our feature pool from 45 tasks to 24 tasks (i.e. 24 features).
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E. Advantages and disadvantages of the feature selection approaches in this paper

Category

Approaches

Advantages

Disadvantages

Pearson
Filter

correlation

summarize the strength of the linear

coefficient

relationship between two data variables

(PCC)
The selection of features is

Spearman's

Filter

independent of any machine learning

rank

measure the degree of association

algorithms. Hence, filter methods

correlation

between two variables with a monotonic

might fail to find the best subset of

coefficient

function, which could be linear or not

features in many occasions, resulting
in relatively low accuracy

(SRC)

Filter

Normalized

measure how much information the

mutual

presence of a feature contributes to

information

making the correct prediction on Y, thus

(NMI).

more general

Mean
Wrapper

Comprehensive as the best subset

squared

selection would compare all possible

error

combinations of features using a

(MSE)

specified set of predictors
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Computationally expensive

